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Branding Apple Wood

This brand book lays out the steps of research, appraisal, 
exploration and refinement that are essential to creating 
a brand that is effective in representing the values of the 
organisation, and in gaining the attention of the target 
market.

Competitors in the marketplace were located (nearby 
and distant) and their branding approaches examined 
and appraised. The observations drawn from this, along 
with research into the chosen client, were used to create 
dozens of visual concepts, which were then refined to three 
concepts, then one final candidate judged most effective.

This chosen concept was developed through a number of 
stages and, combined with knowledge of semiotics of type, 
through different styles of typography, to create a premium 
brand mark. This mark addresses the observations drawn 
from research – that a sense of community, belonging, and 
safety are highly important to those seeking a retirement 
community – moreso than the value of the real estate itself.

The final brand mark creates an elegant visual language 
that extends throughout the branding application in a 
consistent way, in both style and colour. It also contains 
a visual ‘surprise’ and reinforces the brand values and 
mission statement, through subtle evocation of community 
supporting the individual to create a wholesome life.

The brand language has been applied effectively to a 
number of items to demonstrate correct application, and a 
toolkit and guide will help future designers create further 
brand applications successfully.
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Semiotics of type

C 07
M 04
Y 87
K 00

C 12
M 98
Y 93
K 03

C 93
M 80
Y 30
K 17

Futura Extra Bold
Futura Condensed Medium
Futura Heavy Oblique

Competing products by 
John West and Safcol

Tuna products as presented at 
Woolworths Fitzroy Sirena in the supermarket

Tuna brands use a unifying colour as brand 
identifier – Sirena’s yellow is bright, cheery, 
and warm; John West uses green to indicate 
sustainability and tranquility; while Safcol uses 
the blue of the ocean for confidence, calm and 
coolness. Typefaces are often heavy san serifs in 
high contrast for ease of reading.

Sirena tuna – original branding
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Semiotics of type

C 30
M 00
Y 00
K 100

C 33
M 34
Y 100
K 4

Optima medium (closest match) 

Frutiger Light
Frutiger Bold

Olay in the supermarket
Beauty brands tend towards white or cool refreshing 
colours, with simple typography, to create a refined 
and premium look. Olay is primarily white; Nivea 
uses white or dark blue; and Garnier is white with 
a highlight colour. Secondary colours are darker 
shades of blue, red and sometimes green – as, 
darker shades evoke premium and tradition. 

Olay moisturising cream – original branding

Beauty products as presented at 
Woolworths Fitzroy

Competing products 
by Nivea and Garnier
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Semiotics of type

C 30
M 00
Y 00
K 100

C 33
M 34
Y 100
K 4

Optima medium (closest match) 

Frutiger Light
Frutiger Bold

The revised Serena label has a premium appearance when placed 
back on the supermarket shelf amongst competing products

Semiotic affect
A complete change of market position has 
occurred after the label colours, shapes and 
styles of these products have been swapped. 

Olay’s conservative colours, simple typography 
and heraldic symbol create an impression of 
trust, tradition and quality – and when applied 
to Sirena Tuna, the new label suddenly looks 
refined and upmarket on the supermarket shelf, 
suggesting the brand styling of a premium brand 
such as Maggie Beer’s fine food range. 

Sirena’s bright colours and extra bold font styles 
are signifiers of a basic no-frills product when 
applied to the Olay moisturising box. Standing 

Sirena tuna – revised label
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Semiotics of type

C 07
M 04
Y 87
K 00

C 12
M 98
Y 93
K 03

C 93
M 80
Y 30
K 17

Futura Extra Bold
Futura Condensed Medium
Futura Heavy Oblique

out starkly on the supermarket shelf next to 
other beauty products, it seems as though 
this revised product does not belong in this 
category, or should be placed lower on the 
shelf with lower quality items. 

The contextual change of these redesigned 
labels highlights the importance of colour and 
shape as signifiers, especially within the context 
of a product group. Culturally we have grown 
to expect certain colours and shapes within 
a particular product category, and any item 
that stands out in a very different way will be 
noticed, although not always in a positive way. 

The bright colours of the revised Olay 
label are starkly different to other brands

Olay moisturising cream – revised label
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OF TYPE
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Type collection: Retirement and aged care

The Hampshire
Villages Group

This is one of many corporate 
groups of retirement villages 
across Australia. The four village 
brand marks represented here 
are clearly part of a set, and 
use graphic elements and 
strong colours to create each 
local variant. Each village is 
represented with a branding 
mark variation that uses a local 
‘feature’ in the mark. 

While the colours are bright, 
the style of the branding is 
reasonably conservative and 
parochial. The typography hints 
at a premium product, but the 
cartoonish style of the graphic 
seems to negate that.

Not to scale. Floor plans and illustraons are intended as a visual aid and 
are indicave only. Plans are subject to change and minor variaons, 
including lot to lot landscape variaons. 

Borwick 

Living           121.5m2 

Porch      3.2m2 

Alfresco     7.0m2 

Garage   25.2m2 

Total            156.9m2 

Not to scale. Floor plans and illustraons are intended as a visual aid and 
are indicave only. Plans are subject to change and minor variaons, 
including lot to lot landscape variaons. 

Borwick 

Living           121.5m2 

Porch      3.2m2 

Alfresco     7.0m2 

Garage   25.2m2 

Total            156.9m2 

Not to scale. Floor plans, illustrations and measurements are intended as a 
visual aid and are indicative only. Plans are subject to change and minor 
variations, including lot to lot landscape variations. 

Clovelly 

Living           111.8m2 

Porch     4.1m2 

Alfresco    8.9m2 

Garage   19.4m2 

Total            144.2m2 

Not to scale. Floor plans and illustrations are intended as 
a visual aid and are indicative only. Plans are subject to 
change and minor variations. 

Freecall 1800 255 578 
402 Bellarine Hwy Moolap 

Able Sands 
Alternate 

Living           116.8m2 

Porch      9.1m2 

Pergola   12.5m2 

Garage   23.7m2 

Total            162.1m2 

This corporate group brand 
attempts to evoke a style 
associated with the name 
Country Club – conservative, 
premium style, with broad 
grounds and either sport or 
country estate style villages. 

The traditional roman serif is 
used in small caps with shape 
profile brand marks that infer 
local references. 

The muted colours and overall 
style would successfully appeal 
to the target market, however 
more care to create consistent 
high quality typography which 
would ensure a more effective 
result across the group.

Country Club 
Villages

Mernda Villages Newsletter SPRING 2016

Call 13 52 63
stockland.com.au/merndavillages

Mernda Villages springs 
into celebrations
Spring is in the air and nowhere 
is that more obvious than at 
Mernda Villages, where sunshine 
and warmer weather make 
our beautiful parks and open 
spaces really come to life.

It’s the time of year when we get ready for the 
football fi nals, think about spring cleaning the 
house and start getting our gardens ready for 
the warmer months ahead. 

We’ve got something extra special to celebrate 
this spring: Mernda Villages is turning 10.

What a decade it has been. In the 10 years 
since the fi rst lot was sold, Mernda Villages 
has grown to have more than 2,000 homes 
and about 6,000 residents. It also has a town 
centre, 13 parks, two primary schools and a 
retirement village.

We are still growing. Stockland recently 
unveiled the fi nal village at Mernda Villages. 
The Outlook is in the south-west corner of the 
community, close to Bridge Inn Road and the 
Mernda Village Shopping Centre. 

Happy birthday to us 
– party time
Get ready to celebrate our 10th birthday with 
a family fun day on Saturday, 8th October.

Come together with your friends and 
neighbours for live music, a jumping castle, 
photo booth, food trucks, giveaways and – 
of course – birthday cake!

The party will be held at Mernda Villages Park 
located on Galloway Drive, from 2pm-4pm. 

Win with 
‘I Love #MyMernda’

As part of our 10th birthday 
celebrations, Stockland is 
giving you the chance to tell us 
what you love about Mernda 
Villages – and win one of 10 
$100 Stockland Gift Cards.

Go online and submit your favourite 
photo of Mernda Villages, or a photo of 
you and your family enjoying yourselves 
at Mernda Villages between 3/9/16 to 
18/9/16 OR  tell us in 25 words or less 
what you love about the community 
between 19/9/16 to 2/10/16. Use the 
hashtag #MyMernda

The top entries will be featured on the 
Stockland website and the Link & Learn 
North Facebook page at 
facebook.com/linkandlearnnorth.

For more information go to 
stocklandpromo.com.au/mymernda

#MyMernda
I

Treehouse takes 
park to new heights
A stunning treehouse will be the centrepiece 
of a playground to be built in a new park on 
Texel Drive in Stage 74 at Mernda Villages.

The park – the 13th built at Mernda Villages 
– will also feature climbing nets and tunnels, 
slides, a play cafe and a grassed kick-about 
area for ball games.

Existing river red gums are being retained at 
the new 5,500 square metre park, which is in 
the north-west corner of the community. 

Final lots in Stage 74 are now selling, some 
with never to be built out park views. 
Call 13 LAND or visit the sales centre for 
pricing and availablilty.

Most brand marks in this 
group use type to differentiate 
the product. The premium 
developments use sans serif 
faces in their brand marks, 
while the budget developments 
tend towards more decorative 
branding styles.

Regardless of the classification 
of typeface, it seems that 
understated typography 
combined with a cohesive and 
relatively simple mark works well 
in establishing a premium feel.

Individual facilities
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Type collection: Retirement and aged care

Observations
The primary focus of most retirement branding is to establish  
real-estate position as primary selling point. 
While real estate is certainly an important factor, as 

people age their increasing focus is on community,  
care and security. 
To differentiate from existing branding a mark 

should convey the importance of community 
as well as market position.

Retirement Group 
companies 

These corporate marks are 
the umbrella brand mark for 
village groups, but also used for 
individual villages or facilities. 

When used on an individual 
facility, the brand mark appears 
with the village name next to or 
below the mark. 

Living Choice’s sun and blue 
sky shape with bright colours 
and modern style to evoke 
their east coast location and 
associated lifestyle benefits. 

Baldwin use shapes to evoke 
two humans reaching towards 
each other, similar to the three 
figures in the Churches of Christ 
Care logo.

Brandmarks from
the USA

These three marks are from very 
different regions within the USA. 
Villa Portafino’s (Palm Springs, 
Calif) type only brand mark 
echoes premium fashion brand 
cues to indicate exclusivity and 
premium product.

Southwood’s (Tallahassee, 
West Florida) conservative but 
decorative typeface is overlaid 
on a leaf, and includes the 
word “Hometown”. This is their 
brand promise – conservative 
and parochial – Hometown USA 
country values.

Lakewood Ranch (Sarasota, 
Southern Florida) includes a 55+ 
active lifestyle community with 
stylish modern homes.

The brand mark of stylised 
swan combined with a serif 
typeface appeals effectively to 
a progressive lifestyle oriented 
target market.

Brindley Lodge
Hope Road | Sale

Home is at the heart of an enjoyable retirement

Brandmarks from
the United Kingdom

The first two of these brand 
marks use simple sans-serif 
typefaces which attempt to 
reference location but not 
lifestyle.

The Hawthorns logo uses 
a heraldic device and a 
combination of Serif and Script 
typefaces. This is an American 
company with presence in 
Britain and the style is a mix of 
the two cultures.

The conservative approach 
of the first two shows little in 
the way of attempt at brand 
development for a target market.
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Brand research: Portafino, California, USA

SORRENTO

2  B E D R O O M S       2  B A T H S        1 , 2 7 8  S Q .  F T .

2 0 3  S Q .  F T .  C O V E R E D  L O G G I A  W I T H  S T O R A G E

M O D E L  2

VISTA
MONTAGNAPlan 2Plan 1 Plan 3

Villa Portofino is the only place of its kind in 

the Coachella Valley. This premier 55+ active 

adult community is located on 50 scenic acres 

in the heart of Palm Desert, surrounded by 

breathtaking panoramas of the San Jacinto 

and Santa Rosa Mountains.

Complementing the incredible views is the 

community’s central location, putting you mere 

minutes from world-class golf, restaurants, 

shopping, arts, theaters, entertainment and 

Eisenhower Medical Center. Amid the beauty 

that abounds, there is an unmistakable buzz 

of energizing, active living. We believe that 

health and happiness go hand in hand and 

a vibrant, healthy lifestyle is built into every 

facet of this unique community.
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Brand research: Living Choice, Eastern Australia

June/July 2016

www.livingchoice.com.au

The choice of luxury and the luxury of choice

Breaking new ground

22  CHOICE LIVING

Living Choice residents, their families and friends can take advantage of the Choice Holidays Program 
available at six fabulous locations on the Sunshine Coast, Central Coast, in Sydney and Adelaide. 

Beautifully appointed villas and apartments are available* at Twin Waters, Broadwater Court, Glenhaven, 
Leisure Lea Gardens, Fullarton and Woodcroft at a fraction of the cost of normal holiday accommodation. 
Guests can also take advantage of all the on-site facilities.

Inspect a Living Choice village today to see how you and your families can benefit from this unique program.

For more information email sales@livingchoice.com.au or see www.livingchoice.com.au

ENJOY “CHOICE HOLIDAYS” 
AT SIX SUPERB LOCATIONS

*Availability subject to change.

There was an overwhelming response to the invitation 
to find out more about Living Choice’s latest village, 
Living Choice Galston, when two information sessions 
were held at the Galston Club in April.
Both sessions were booked out and many attendees took 
the opportunity to add their names to a “waiting list” 
and be kept informed of future progress. Six Resident 
Ambassadors from Living Choice Glenhaven were also 
present to welcome everyone and chat to them about life 
in a retirement village. 
Living Choice Galston will be established on a magnificent 
site at 330 Galston Road and, although it is surrounded 
by fruit orchards, it’s conveniently located within a few 
minutes walk of the Galston Shopping Centre. The 
shopping centre includes an Aldi Supermarket, medical 
centre, pharmacy, bottle shop, cafes and restaurants.
Living Choice director Ian Tregoning unveiled four villa 
plans, ranging from two bedrooms with a single garage 
to three bedrooms with a double garage, and four two-
bedroom apartment plans. He also revealed the plan for 
the superb leisure centre, which will include a bowling 

green, indoor heated pool, gymnasium, alfresco BBQ 
area and coffee shop. 
Residents at Living Choice Galston will also enjoy 
numerous other facilities, such as a surround sound 
cinema with luxury seating, auditorium with dance floor 
and stage, lounge and dining area, art and craft studio, 
library/computer room, billiards room, hairdressing 
salon and Men’s Shed. There will also be consulting rooms 
for visiting medical professionals and it is hoped that an 
Aged Care Facility will be built adjacent to the village.
Those who attended were given the opportunity to 
provide their feedback and completed a wide-ranging 
questionnaire stating their preferences. Mr Tregoning 
said their feedback would be crucial in fine-tuning the 
plans prior to submission to council for approval. The site 
has already been approved for a seniors living village.

 
To register your interest,  

email sales@livingchoice.com.au  
or phone 1800 797 333.

Galston information sessions 
attract strong interest

Living Choice Director Ian Tregoning addresses  
attendees at the first information session.

Living Choice designer Craig Eyles (right) chats  
to an interested prospective resident.

APARTMENT 224 – $725,000
•	Magnificent 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom apartment with 

lovely filtered view of the Broadwater

•	Modern kitchen with stone bench top and new 
stainless steel appliances

•	Timber floor in the dining room and kitchen, new 
carpets, freshly painted

•	Large rear balcony with enclosed area, ducted air-
conditioning, double garage

waTErfrONT, GaTEd aParTmENTs CLOsE TO rsL

14  CHOICE LIVING 15  CHOICE LIVING

With so many activities at Living Choice Alloura 
Waters, our marketing team is spoilt for choice 
when selecting images to showcase the lifestyle at the 
village.

There are so many interest groups, a very active 
Resident Ambassador team and Social Committee, the 
internal streets are perfect for easy, flat walking and 
the regular village bus service to Erina Fair and even 
Sydney make shopping a breeze.

Recently, our photographer Brad Griffin visited the 
village to capture some new images to promote the 
village, including residents using the bus service, the 
computer group in action, two residents walking their 
dogs and our Resident Ambassadors. Some of the 
photos are published here.

Weekly activities at Alloura Waters*

Mondays:  
Scrabble, aquarobics, snooker, quilting,  
shopping bus.
Tuesdays:  
Gentle exercise, craft, snooker, workshop,  
music appreciation.
Wednesdays:  
Mah-Jong, line dancing, indoor bowls,  
shopping bus.
Thursdays:  
Workshop, euchre, shopping bus.
Fridays:  
Art group.
Saturdays:  
Happy Hour with hot snacks every second Saturday. 

Regular activities

Monthly Tuesday Night Dinner; monthly half-day bus 
outing; monthly combined church service; Sydney 
bus trips twice a month; card evenings first and third 
Tuesday; Computer Club; French scrabble first and 
third Thursday; Waterfront drinks; Sunday afternoon 
movie; village alfresco lunch; Waterfront BBQ.

*Information correct at time of printing.

Lifestyle on show

Elaine May and Pat Dixon enjoy walking 
their dogs in the village.

Bus driver Peter McFadyen assists Beth Rugg to alight 
from the village bus. Also pictured is Ron Dixon.

at Alloura Waters

APARTMENT 205 - $475,000
•	Lovely ground-floor 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom 

apartment close to the water

•	Secure, gated community adjacent to Davistown 
RSL and bowls club

•	Open plan lounge, dining and kitchen with stone 
bench top and new stainless steel appliances

•	Ducted air-conditioning and single remote control 
garage

PHONE 1800 064 344 Or EmaIL saLEs@LIVINGCHOICE.COm.au

Resident Ambassadors, Joan 
Edwards (left) and Janet Corbett. Computer club members, Barbara Flynn, Kevern Rowe,  

Brian Smith and Peter Allen.
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Brand research: Ocean Club Resort, Port Macquarie NSW
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Mood Boards
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Mood boards
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Mood boards
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We recognise the commitment each resident 

makes in joining our community – emotionally, 

socially and financially – and strive to honour 

that commitment by helping them to build a 

community that is safe, secure and a joy to be 

a part of.

We respect diversity in life and culture, and the 

freedom of individuals to live a fulfilling life on 

their own terms, and will provide services and 

support to make that possible.

We strive to create a value system that helps 

build and bind together our community with 

respect, care, trust and integrity.

MissionOUR
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Fostering the individual
By hearing the stories of others and 
sharing ours, we come to understand 
the value each person brings to the 
community, and celebrate that value. 

Building relationships
Encouraging honest and respectful 
relationships is the best way to build a 
better community. 

Fostering diversity
Welcoming others openly regardless of 
background or belief, and growing to 
understand and celebrate differences. 

Understanding change
As we age, there is inevitable change 
in our lives, capacity to do things, and 
sometimes loss – helping each other cope 
with change is an essential part of our 
community.

Freedom of choice
To enjoy a fulfilling life, it is important to be 
able to choose how we access services, 
recreation and support, feeling secure in 
those choices. 

Trust and integrity
Building trust by honouring our promises 
and commitments is our way of 
establishing our integrity. 

Quality of service
Ensuring the services we provide are 
delivered as promised, on time, and in 
a friendly way, adapting to community 
needs as they arise.

Building community
Our most important aim is building 
community, and our value system is built 
around giving our residents security, 
freedom, care and understanding to live a 
fulfilling life. 

ValuesOUR
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Brand mark development

Concept 1 
The leaves of the wood

Concept 2
The line of life

Concept 3
The strength of community

The many leaves of the wood, 
representing community and diversity, 
overlaid in different directions showing 
difference and similarity, coming 
together to form a whole shape that 
represents life, health and wholeness.

This background could be rendered 
with or without the encompassing 
apple shape to be used across 
a variety of products as a brand 
extension.

This shape uses a single line from 
leaf to leaf winding back and forth 
to evoke the dense nature of the 
wood, representing the complexity 
of community life and the many 
interconnections, but also forming the 
wholesome shape of apple to mean 
health and vitality.

This could be rendered in various 
ways graphically, as well as in metal  
as a decorative element for the  
village itself.

The many trunks, branches and leaves 
of the tree, represent the individuals in 
the community, crossing over and 
becoming one, which is symbolished 
by the shape of an apple at the heart of 
the tree – rendered here in negative 
space.

The apple is the symbolic heart of the 
village, representing the cumulative life 
of the many and the one, and by 
invoking this shape using negative 
space, it gives an ethereal quality.

Stylistically this loose filigree of shapes 
work well small or large, and can even 
be rendered in bronze as a decorative 
element for the village. There is great 
opportunity for the final version to be 
used for brand extensions of  
various sorts.

These three concepts evoke the 
shape of an Apple, drawing from 
the actual village name, Apple 
Wood.

Conceptually, an apple has 
many positive connotations that 
relate to every day life. The apple 
is wholesome, nutritious and 
a good food source, but also 
evokes growth, good health, and 
life – indeed in ancient Greece 
the mythical golden apple would 
bestow eternal life. 

In cultural terms, the apple is 
perhaps the most symbolically 
rich fruit, and is associated with 
love, fidelity, vitality, fertility, 
beauty, wisdom, the afterlife and 
immortality. 

In context of life in a retirement 
village, the combination of the 
terms Apple and Wood relate 
to relationship of the many and 
the one – the whole wood is the 
village and it’s many members, 
and representative of this is the 
wholesome apple, being the life 
of one person drawing from the 
community strength of  
the village.

Early conceptual drafts
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Brand mark development

Concept 3 was chosen as 
the basis of a mark for Apple 
Wood village. Initial drafts were 
hand-drawn, refined, and then 
converted to digital.

The result clearly represents 
the concept of community 
by showing the intertwining 
leaves, branches and roots of 
the tree, forming the shape of a 
wholesome apple in negative 
space. 

The elegance and complexity 
of this first draft works well at a 
larger sizes, but at smaller size 
does not reproduce clearly. 

The final draft was simplified to 
ensure the brand mark remains 
clearly visible at all sizes when 
reproduced.

This initial draft has substantial 
elegance and potential to 
be repurposed as a brand 
extension, providing elements to 
represent and extend the brand 
across different products and 
media.

The mark – initial draft
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BrandOUR
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Rationale
The Apple Wood brand mark visually represents the 

village community and the individual, each 

empowered by the other, living and growing 

together in a supportive, caring environment.

It elegantly evokes the symbolic wholesomeness of 

an apple, by bringing together the intertwining parts 

of the tree to form an ethereal suggestion of an 

apple shape.

It represents the life of the individual, nurtured by, 

and part of, a caring and supportive community 

sharing lives.





Corporate
IDENTITY
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The brand mark

1 colour (reversed)  Black

1 colour (reversed)  Black

1 colour – Black

1 colour – Black

Vertical – mono

Horizontal – mono

Configured as a vertical stack, 
this is the preferred brand mark 
configuration. The tagline  
is optional.

The single-colour version must 
use Black only in positive, or 
may be reversed out of solid 
colours from the Brand Colour 
set.

The two colour version uses 
Black and Greenery colours 
only, as shown; the three-colour 
version as Black, Greenery, and 
Grape, as shown.

Full specifications of each 
colour are available on the 
Brand Colour page in this guide.

The brand mark should 
appear as a whole unit 
wherever possible, however it 
is acceptable to use portions of 
the brand mark where needed.

The mark and logo type can 
be used together or separately 
when necessary, and the tagline 
is entirely optional.

The double-leaf device may 
also be used separately as a 
divider or minor decorative 
element.

The brand mark elements can 
be configured in a side-by-
side format for when a more 
compact version is required.
The tagline is optional

Mark

Logo 
type

Tagline

Leaf 
device
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The brand mark

2 colour – Black  
and Greenery

2 colour reversed –  
Greenery and Kalamata

3 colour – Black, 
Greenery and Grape

Reproduction – minimum size

Vertical – colour

To ensure quality reproduction, 
the minimum size of the brand 
mark is specified here, for each 
configuration. 

The tagline is optional.

Vertical stack:
minimum size is

24mm (w) x 45mm (h)

Horizontal stack:
minimum size is

36mm (w) x 35mm (h)
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Integrity of the mark

Brand colours

Departmental colours

There are ten colours available 
for branding activities. These are 
the only colours that should be 
used in representing the brand.

Apple Wood is structurally 
organised into four distinct 
departments, and each has 
been allocated a colour.
These colours are to be used 
on items clearly associated with 
a department, otherwise all 
colours are available for use.

Greenery

Bronze

Grape

Kalamata
Hydro

Willow

Moss

Silt

Redwood

Black

C 53
M 11
Y 92
K 1

Web 92B558 
PMS 7737C

R 146
G 180
B 8

C 36
M 45
Y 86
K 12

Web 9C7E41 
PMS 4505C

R 156
G 126
B 65

C 52
M 82
Y 36
K 16

Web 805170 
PMS 5125C

R 128
G 81
B 111

C 58
M 51
Y 66
K 31

Web 5F5B4C 
PMS 405C

R 95
G 91
B 76

C 77
M 47
Y 45
K 17

Web 426972 
PMS 5405C

R 72
G 108
B 119

C 66
M 36
Y 78
K 20

Web 52703F 
PMS 7743C

R 82
G 112
B 63

C 40
M 29
Y 78
K 4

Web A09D59 
PMS 5835C

R 160
G 157
B 89

C 36
M 16
Y 31
K 0

Web A9BDB1 
PMS 5575C

R 169
G 187
B 177

C 27
M 72
Y 69
K 14

Web A45F57 
PMS 7524C

R 164
G 95
B 86

C 0
M 0
Y 0
K 0

Web 000000 
PMS Process Black

R 0
G 0
B 0

Greenery
Sales and reception

Redwood
Village events

Grape
Care and assistance

Hydro
Management  
and facilities
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Integrity of the mark

Clear space

Typefaces

Gotham Book
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

Gotham Bold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

Gotham Black
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

Adobe Garamond Pro Regular
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

Adobe Garamond Pro Italic
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

Adobe Garamond Pro Bold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog 0123456789

To ensure the brand mark 
maintains presence and stands 
out visually, a clear space 
around all configurations of 
the logo, should be equal to 
the distance between the two 
baselines in the type ‘Apple’ and 
‘Wood’.

To calculate the clear space 
area at the size the brand mark 
is to be used – create a square 
with equal sides, equal to the 
distance between the two 
baselines as shown here.

This square should be applied 
equally on all sides of the logo 
to create a clear space area 
where no other text, imagery 
or brandmarks should intrude, 
unless specified within these 
guidelines.

The brand mark text uses both 
Gotham Book and Adobe 
Garamond Pro Italic, while the 
tagline uses Gotham Book and 
Bold.

Correspondence body copy is 
Gotham Book, using Bold where 
emphasis is required.

For advertising, a combination 
of Gotham book and Adobe 
Garamond Pro Italic should be 
used for headings, as shown on 
advertising samples in this book. 
The body copy uses Adobe 
Garamond Pro Regular, while 
breakout copy and addresses 
use appropriate weights of 
Gotham.

Stationery uses Gotham Book 
and Bold as shown in stationery 
pages in this guide.
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Integrity of the mark

Brand mark usage guidelines

Correct usage

Incorrect usage

For correct colour and 
configuration guidelines, please 
refer to both the Brand colour 
and Clear space sections of  
this guide.

Please do not stretch, distort, 
rotate, apply effects, change 
the brand colours or place 
the brand mark over a busy 
background or image.

Ti deles provid ex 
eossinc ipsandae 
volume que qui 
doluptatquam et 
vitia et pratur?
Luptiaepro te velit 
officabo. Ibus 
excepudipsam 
dollandam invero 
estem que ea 
volecab ipsumque 
con perovid 

icabore mporepre 
entiumque ea in eos 

est maximpore ex ent 
autempore est, 
secabore, incid quis 
etus sapere dolor 

re magnis et ut ipsaped ut harum vel in 
reperat occumquia num fuga. Nam est 
autatiis rersped quid quamus ad quis sa 
quias aut Iquatet aliquam atur, conesedis 
solor aut unt et ulparcim iliae
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Brand toolbox

Non-repeating leaf panel

Repeating leaf panel

Detailed leaf panel

This panel can be used as 
a background, or various 
branches can be extracted for 
use as brand elements in further 
application.

These can be flipped 
horizontally or vertically as 
required, and may be toned 
using brand colours in 
appropriate combinations.

For a broad area of fill – please 
use the repeating leaf panel.

This repeating leaf panel 
matches on all sides to create 
a wallpaper effect, and may be 
toned using brand colours in 
appropriate combinations.

This can be applied as a 
pattern tile in Adobe Illustrator to 
create a complete filled panel of 
leaves for use as backgrounds, 
wallpaper, carpet or large  
scale use.

The detailed leaves can be used 
together or separated out into 
elements to be used for medium 
to large scale applications.

Examples of these uses are 
shown in the brand applications 
included in this guide.

Black outline should be 
retained for the leaf outlines 
and stems, while the brand 
colours can be applied to the 
leaf fill. Opacity may be varied 
if required. The fill is purposely 
offset from the leaf outline for 
visual interest.

Original panelExtracted leaves

Repeating leaf pattern template

Master detailed leaf pattern

Pattern applied across a broad area

Some individual extracted items

Extracted leaves
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Apple Wood Stationery – Business card

Business cards Letterhead

Business cards are sized at 
45mm wide by 89mm tall, with 
a 3mm radius round corner 
on each corner. Colours are 
matched to department, as 
specified on the Colour page in 
this guide.

Shown opposite, the letterhead 
is sized at 210mm wide x 297mm 
tall, on 130gsm high white 
uncoated paper. Both front and 
back use 2 spot colours, Black 
and Greenery, as specified in the 
Colour page in this guide.

Mike Wazowski
Care Manager

Mobile 0404 827770
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

mike.w@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

Helen Parr
Events co-ordinator

Mobile 0404 827785
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

helen.p@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

James Sullivan
Sales

Mobile 0404 827772
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

james.s@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

Edna Mode
Village & facilties manager

Mobile 0404 827781
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

edna.m@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   
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Apple Wood Stationery – Letterhead

5 Grand Boulevard,

Doncaster VIC 3108

Sales
03 8848 1111

Reception
03 8848 1100

Facsimile
03 9848 7633

info@applewood.com.au

www.applewood.com.au

The Applewood

Retirement Village

ABN 93 962 494 407

Mr and Mrs Rogerson

120 Preston Road,

Preston, VIC 3072

30 January, 2017

Dear Mr and Mrs Rogerson,

It was lovely to meet you both on your visit to the village last week – we hope that your 

visit was rewarding and informative.

While we understand that you are currently considering your options in regards to local 

facilities, we write to let you know of an upcoming Open Day at the village.

Our open days are resident-supported and provide a great opportunity for you to meet 

our residents and hear their stories. 

Apple Wood residents love helping out on open days, showing our visitors through the 

facilities, sharing a cup of tea and a home-made delights, and maybe even a game of 

bowls on our bowling green!

Our next open day is on Saturday 11 February, 2017, starting at 11am – we would 

love to see you there!

There is ample parking in our carpark, and you are welcome to visit anytime up until 

2pm. Please join us for a cuppa and a chat!

Kind regards,

James Sullivan,

Sales – Apple Wood village

Front of letterhead

Rear of
letterhead
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Apple Wood Stationery – Invoice

Invoice to:

Mr and Mrs Davis

28 Grand Boulevard,

Apple Wood Retirement Village,

Doncaster VIC 3108

30 January, 2017

Description 
 Total

Strata Levies – January 2017

  – Week ending 6 January 2017 $ 91.85

  – Week ending 13 January 2017 $ 91.85

  – Week ending 20 January 2017 $ 91.85

  – Week ending 27 January 2017 $ 91.85

Emergency duress pendant service fee – Jan 2017 $ 126.50

Total price including GST $ 493.90

As per agreeement, this amount will be direct debited from 

your nominated account on 15 February, 2017. Please 

contact us immediately if you wish to alter the details of this 

direct debit arrangement, as payment is due with 14 days of 

the date of this invoice.

5 Grand Boulevard,

Doncaster VIC 3108

Sales
03 8848 1111

Reception
03 8848 1100

Facsimile
03 9848 7633

info@applewood.com.au

www.applewood.com.au

TAX INVOICE

The Applewood

Retirement Village

ABN 93 962 494 407

The invoice is a variation of the 
Letterhead artwork, single-sided only.
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Apple Wood Stationery – Envelope and email signature

5 Grand Blvd,
Doncaster
VIC 3108

Envelope

Email signature

The envelope is sized at 220mm 
wide by 110mm tall, printed in 
two spot colours, Black and 
Greenery.

Dr Mr Rogerson,

Thank you for your email regarding our open day on February 18.
If you and your wife can arrive around 1pm, I will be able to take you on a tour of the village, and afterwards you could meet some of our residents and perhaps share some afternoon tea!

Looking forward to meeting you.
Kind regards,
Jim Sullivan
Sales, Apple Wood village

drogerson@tpg.com.au

james.s@applewood.com.au
Jim Sullivan

Apple Wood Open Day

James Sullivan
Sales

Mobile 0404 827772
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

james.s@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

The Applewood Retirement Village  ABN 93 962 494 407
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Apple Wood Stationery – Powerpoint presentation

Apple Wood retirement offers so 
many ways to spend your time 
– catching up with new friends, 
dining out in our restaurant, 
hitting the gym, or a trip to 
Westfi eld Doncaster – you’ll never 
be wondering what to do!

Try out your bowls skills on our 
practice bowling green, take a 
stroll on the treadmill, or chalk 
up some laps in the pool – our 
gymnasium and swimming pool 
are top class.

Spend some time with the 
grandkids in the new playground 
area, or catch up with friends and 
family in our restaurant and bar.

There’s so much to do that you 
can be as busy as you like.... or 
just relax.

A fun life

Style
LIVING IN

Apple Wood retirement’s 
architecturally designed homes 
are set amongst beautiful open 
spaces – let us change your 
perception of life in an over 55s 
community and the way you 
enjoy it!

From spacious villas to 
contemporary apartments, Apple 
Wood’s living options refl ect a 
neighbourhood of distinction, 
featuring high ceilings, quality 
stainless steel appliances and 
designer colours.

And don’t forget our wonderful 
community! Make new friends 
enjoying the practice bowling 
green, take a stroll in the beautiful 
gardens, or dine out in our 
restaurant – the choice is yours. 
So many ways to fi ll your time, 
and just a short 800m from 
Doncaster Westfi eld!

Apple Wood retirement’s 
innovative new care 
programme gives you access 
to full personal health care – 
nursing, personal carers, meals, 
cleaning and more in the comfort 
and privacy of your own home.

With staff on site 24/7, we 
understand the importance of 
having caring staff around when 
you may need additional support.

We offer emergency duress 
pendants and visiting professional 
practitioners within the ease and 
convenience of a gated secure 
community.

Through strong relationships with 
different health and care providers, 
Apple Wood now offers a range of 
services for added support.

Peace
OF MIND

At Apple Wood you can forget 
about mowing the lawn or 
worrying about maintenance 
problems – we do it all for you!

Our beautiful village is well known 
for it’s landscaped gardens and 
lawns, and the best thing about 
this is that you can enjoy the 
beauty of your surroundings 
without having to worry about 
their upkeep.

But that’s not to say you can’t 
become involved with nature’s 
bounty. Residents are encourage 
to tend their gardens, and there’s 
always someone available to give 
advice or lend a helping hand.

A stroll in the garden, or even 
a potter about your own patch 
is wonderfully relaxing and 
rewarding.

bounty
NATURE’S
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Apple Wood Stationery group

5 Grand Blvd,
Doncaster
VIC 3108

Dr Mr Rogerson,

Thank you for your email regarding our open day on February 18.

If you and your wife can arrive around 1pm, I will be able to take you on a tour of the 

village, and afterwards you could meet some of our residents and perhaps share 

some afternoon tea!

Looking forward to meeting you.

Kind regards,

Jim Sullivan

Sales, Apple Wood village

drogerson@tpg.com.au

james.s@applewood.com.au Jim Sullivan

Apple Wood Open Day

James Sullivan
Sales

Mobile 0404 827772
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

james.s@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

The Applewood Retirement Village  ABN 93 962 494 407

Invoice to:
Mr and Mrs Davis
28 Grand Boulevard,
Apple Wood Retirement Village,
Doncaster VIC 3108

30 January, 2017

Description 

 TotalStrata Levies – January 2017
  – Week ending 6 January 2017 

$ 91.85
  – Week ending 13 January 2017 

$ 91.85
  – Week ending 20 January 2017 

$ 91.85
  – Week ending 27 January 2017 

$ 91.85Emergency duress pendant service fee – Jan 2017 $ 126.50Total price including GST 
$ 493.90

As per agreeement, this amount will be direct debited from your nominated account on 15 February, 2017. Please contact us immediately if you wish to alter the details of this direct debit arrangement, as payment is due with 14 days of the date of this invoice.

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108

Sales
03 8848 1111

Reception
03 8848 1100

Facsimile
03 9848 7633

info@applewood.com.auwww.applewood.com.au

TAX INVOICE

The Applewood
Retirement Village

ABN 93 962 494 407

James Sullivan
Sales

Mobile 0404 827772

Office 03 8848 1100

james.s@applewood.com.au

www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,

Doncaster VIC 3108   

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108

Sales
03 8848 1111

Reception
03 8848 1100

Facsimile
03 9848 7633

info@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au

The Applewood
Retirement Village

ABN 93 962 494 407

Mr and Mrs Rogerson

120 Preston Road,

Preston, VIC 3072

30 January, 2017

Dear Mr and Mrs Rogerson,

It was lovely to meet you both on your visit to the village last week – we hope that your 

visit was rewarding and informative.

While we understand that you are currently considering your options in regards to local 

facilities, we write to let you know of an upcoming Open Day at the village.

Our open days are resident-supported and provide a great opportunity for you to meet 

our residents and hear their stories. 

Apple Wood residents love helping out on open days, showing our visitors through the 

facilities, sharing a cup of tea and a home-made delights, and maybe even a game of 

bowls on our bowling green!

Our next open day is on Saturday 11 February, 2017, starting at 11am – we would 

love to see you there!

There is ample parking in our carpark, and you are welcome to visit anytime up until 

2pm. Please join us for a cuppa and a chat!

Kind regards,

James Sullivan,

Sales – Apple Wood village
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Apple Wood – brand applications

Mike Wazowski
Care Manager

Mobile 0404 827770
Offi ce 03 8848 1100

mike.w@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108   

YOUR LIFE IN STYLEwww.applewood.com.au

Mike Wazowski

Care Manager

Mobile 0404 827770

Offi ce 03 8848 1100

mike.w@applewood.com.au

www.applewood.com.au 

5 Grand Boulevard,

Doncaster VIC 3108   

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

www.applewood.com.au

Presentation folder

The presentation folder is 
sized to hold substantial A4 
documentation and includes 
a 10mm gusset on all sides 
to increase stability and 
presentation.
On the side pocket, the brand 
mark is printed as part of the 
folder, while the business card 
can be placed ‘name out’ 
into the business card slots, 
to indicate the relevant staff 
member.

Front panel of folder

Presentation folder in flat plan

Bottom pocket

Front coverBack cover

Side pocket
with

business card slot

10mm gusset
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Apple Wood – brand applications

Entry banners

These banners are used on 
open days and other events, 
and can be installed in a row at 
the entrance of the village, to 
attract attention of passers-by.

OPEN
Day

FEB
18

OPEN
DayOPEN

Day
FEB
18

OPEN
DayOPEN

Day
FEB
18

OPEN
Day
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Village bus

The village bus is used for 
resident day trips, and is 
branded using elements of the 
primary brand mark as well as 
items from the brand toolbox.

Rear of busFront of bus

Apple Wood – brand applications

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

YOUR LIFE IN STYLE

Phone 03 8848 1100
www.applewood.com.au

Left hand side of bus
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Village carpet

The repeating leaf pattern 
from the brand toolbox is used 
here to create carpet patterns 
for three departments of the 
village – Greenery for sales 
and reception, Grape for care 
facilities, and Redwood for 
resident facilities and the bar/
restaurant – as per the Colour 
section of this guide.

Apple Wood – brand applications
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Apple Wood – brand applications

Apple Wood village’s architecturally 
designed homes are set amongst beautiful 
open spaces – let us change your perception 
of life in an over 55s community and the 
way you enjoy it!

From spacious villas to contemporary 
apartments, Apple Wood’s living options 
refl ect a neighbourhood of distinction, 

featuring high ceilings, quality stainless steel 
appliances and designer colours.

And don’t forget our wonderful community! 
Make new friends enjoying the practice bowling 
green, take a stroll in the beautiful gardens, or 
dine out in our restaurant – the choice is yours. 
So many ways to fi ll your time, and just a short 
800m from Doncaster Westfi eld!

Visit Apple Wood village during our February 18 Open Day, see 
our fantastic facilities, and meet our friendly residents and staff!

Call Jim today on 03 8848 1111 to book in your guided tour!

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108

James Sullivan
03 8848 1111

sales@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 

Style
LIVING IN

Advertising

Advertisements each promote 
information about a different 
department or facet of life 
in village – and can also be 
reduced in size and quantity of 
information to create direct mail 
material.
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Apple Wood – brand applications

Apple Wood village’s innovative new care 

programme gives you access to full personal 

health care – nursing, personal carers, meals, 

cleaning and more in the comfort and privacy 

of your own home.

With staff  on site 24/7, we understand the 

importance of having caring staff  around 

when you may need additional support.

We off er emergency duress pendants and 

visiting professional practitioners within the ease 

and convenience of a gated secure community.

We also understand that sometimes you 

might require a helping hand. Th rough strong 

relationships with diff erent health and care 

providers, Apple Wood now off ers a range of 

services for added convenience and support.

Visit Apple Wood village during our February 18 Open Day, see 

our fantastic facilities, and meet our friendly residents and staff!

Call Jim today on 03 8848 1111 to book in your guided tour!

5 Grand Boulevard,

Doncaster VIC 3108

James Sullivan

03 8848 1111

sales@applewood.com.au

www.applewood.com.au 

Peace
OF MIND

Apple Wood village off ers so many ways to spend your time – catching up with new friends, dining out in our restaurant, hitting the gym, or a trip to Westfi eld Doncaster – you’ll never be wondering what to do!
Try out your bowls skills on our practice bowling green, meet up with other like-minded people and have some fun.

Or take a stroll on the treadmill, and chalk up some laps in the pool – our gymnasium and swimming pool are top class facilities!
Spend some time with the grandkids in the new playground area, or catch up with friends and family in our restaurant and bar. Th ere’s so much to do that you can be as busy as you like.... or just relax.

Visit Apple Wood village during our February 18 Open Day, see our fantastic facilities, and meet our friendly residents and staff!Call Jim today on 03 8848 1111 to book in your guided tour!

A fun life
WITH GREAT
NEW FRIENDS

5 Grand Boulevard,
Doncaster VIC 3108

James Sullivan
03 8848 1111

sales@applewood.com.au
www.applewood.com.au 
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Apple Wood – brand applications

BOULEVARDBOULEVARD

Street sign

Signs for each street in Apple 
Wood village help both residents 
and visitors navigate through the 
village.

These are made of  black 
powder-coated signposts with 
wrought iron decoration
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Apple Wood branding – references

Semiotics of type
All images: Darren Woolley, 2016
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Type analysis: Brand research
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Brand mark development/Our Brand
All images and artwork: Darren Woolley, 2017

Corporate identity
All artwork: Darren Woolley, 2017

People images in advertisements: Shutterstock (2016). Shutterstock [online] Available at: http://www.shutterstock.com [Accessed 10 Dec. 2016]

Apple Wood streetscape image for Street sign: Mendis Hanna & Associates. (2017). Nursing Homes and Aged Care - Mendis Hanna & Associates. 
[online] Available at: http://mendishanna.com.au/projects/nursing-homes-aged-care-hostels [Accessed 11 Feb. 2017].




